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A remarkable essay has surfaced in NY. Written by a self-employed craftsman and 
home schooling father, the essay recounts how the green movement has 
degenerated into groups who fight against advances that can improve the human 
condition. We get this from the NY Shale Gas Now blog.  
Two generations ago the discovery of retrievable gas from the Marcellus Shale would have 
been greeted with — it's there, we need it, let's get it.  Today, after two generations of the 
environmental movement, the response is — it's there, you don't need it, it will hurt the earth.  
Other than the agreement “it's there,” the calculus has turned 180 degrees.�� 
 
In the mid-twentieth century the lords of industry reigned as the only team on the playing field.  
Today environmentalism has become a full-fledged belief system and has largely won the public 
relations war.  The environmental movement now plays on the field from a dominant position as 
the white knights opposed to the now dark lords of industry.  But are the knights really so white 
and the lords really so dark?  I believe the lords are not so dark and the knights not so white.  
However, it is the knights that generally get the free pass, and it is the knights of 
environmentalism and their seemingly pure quest for the perfect world that I would like to look 
at. 
 
The current environmental movement fixates on improvements that are immeasurable, 
intangible and unaffordable.  Where earlier gains in environmental protection tangibly cleaned 
up dirty rivers, dirty lakes, and dirty air, it now fights against remote possibilities, against threats 
not actually visible but hiding under every stone and behind every tree in our future landscape.  
For these “improvements” it will sacrifice jobs that measurably improve many lives.  It will 
sacrifice cheap energy that cooks our food, heats our homes, drives us to work and even pumps 
the water whose purity it holds supreme.  And it will sacrifice public funds on schemes that 
would never see the light of day if people were asked to invest their own personal resources. ... 
  
... The Marcellus Shale and many other resources in this country can be mined responsibly, but 
none of it can be done completely without risk.  There is neither progress nor freedom without 
risk.  It is foolhardy to think that a life without risk is even possible.  It is foolish to think that risk 
always favors the do-nothing position.  The risk of doing nothing is the risk of poverty and 
stagnation.  I think history will show that to be the greater risk. 
 
The perfect world will be found in neither poverty nor prosperity.  But one is better than the 
other.  Prosperity will always be messy.  There will always be accidents waiting to happen and 
unforeseen consequences.  However, history shows — particularly the history of the United 
States — that more people live better lives when they are willing to take those risks and deal 
with the consequences as they occur. 
 
It is our prosperity that has allowed us to live in a cleaner and healthier world than our 
ancestors.  It is our continued prosperity that will allow us to continue doing so.  This prosperity 
will require an attitude that says, “How can we make this happen?”  It will require an emphatic 
“YES!” rather than a tired, overused “NO.” 

  
 
 



Matthew Continetti profiles Valerie Jarrett - the one we should run against this year.  
If for nothing else, Jodi Kantor’s The Obamas will be remembered for an anecdote from 2010. 
After he spent hours disputing an allegation in the French media that Michelle Obama thought 
life in the White House was “hell,” press secretary Robert Gibbs encountered senior adviser 
Valerie Jarrett. She told him the first lady was unhappy with his work. Gibbs exploded in a rage, 
informing Jarrett that she didn’t “know what the f— you’re talking about” and that if Mrs. Obama 
was displeased, well, “f— her too.” Subsequent relations between the senior adviser and press 
secretary were strained. Gibbs told Kantor he stopped taking Jarrett seriously “as an adviser to 
the president of the United States.” 

It’s about time. Many have wondered—and the Washington Post asked last year—“What, 
exactly, does Valerie Jarrett do?” No one has a clear answer. Whatever she does, the U.S. 
taxpayer pays her $172,200 a year to do it. A confidante of the Obamas for more than two 
decades, variously described as the president’s “closest adviser” and a member of the 
“innermost ring” of influence, Jarrett clearly has the first couple’s ears. She seems to function as 
a sort of third party to the Obama marriage, guarding the president and his wife from bad news 
and outside influence while meeting with Lady Gaga. Her lack of any national political 
experience whatsoever—she had never been to Iowa before Obama competed there three 
years ago—has not prevented her from shaping the White House’s political strategy and 
influencing economic and foreign policies. One might liken her to Don Corleone’s consigliere 
Tom Hagen, bedecked in a designer shawl, except Hagen gave better advice. 

What Valerie Jarrett does best is represent the Obama administration in microcosm. She 
embodies its insularity, its cronyism, its cluelessness. Born in Iran to a prominent African-
American family from Chicago, she took degrees at Stanford and Michigan Law. She worked 
briefly as a corporate lawyer but hated every moment. So she decided to “give back,” which is 
Chicago code for cashing in. She campaigned for Harold Washington, Chicago’s first black 
mayor, and worked for him in the corporation counsel’s office. Washington died in 1987, but 
Jarrett remained in government, working for his successor, Mayor Richard M. “Richie” Daley, 
son of legendary boss Richard J. Daley. It was all upward from there. ... 

... The House is lost, Obama’s reelection looks dicey, but Jarrett is flying high. In one sense she 
is the most successful Obama courtier of them all: She has outlasted her rivals. Gibbs is gone. 
Internal clashes led to Emanuel’s sudden discovery that he had always wanted to be mayor of 
Chicago. Emanuel’s replacement, fellow Chicagoan Bill Daley (brother of Richie), was muscled 
out last week; word is he fought with Jarrett too. Her persistence is matched only by her tone-
deafness. Wolffe describes the president’s first visit to Chicago after his inauguration. From the 
window of his helicopter Obama could see that his arrival had caused a major traffic jam. “We 
shouldn’t have come here in rush hour,” he reflected. This was too much for Jarrett. “You know 
what, Mr. President?” she said. “You may not be enjoying your new life, but I am.”  

Better enjoy it while it lasts—which won’t be for long if Obama continues to listen to his inept 
political fixer. 

 
Andrew Sullivan gets the once over from Big Government.  
“Why Are Obama’ Critics So Dumb?” That’s the question posed by Andrew Sullivan in the cover 
story of this week’s Newsweek. 



But you’d have to be stupid, fanatical, and dishonest to argue–as Trig Truther Sullivan does–
that Barack Obama’s failures are part of an ingenious “long game” that is destined to succeed. 

If this is the best Obama’s supporters can do, Obama’s only hope for re-election is the weak 
Republican field. 

Sullivan, who claims to care about national debt, begins by arguing, contrary to reality, that 
Obama’s massive $787 billion stimulus (actually, $862 billion) turned the economy around. He 
offers no proof other than the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy familiar from basic economics. 
Sullivan also ignores the composition of the stimulus, which shoveled cash to cronies and 
bloated big states with their massive public sector obligations. 

In addition, Sullivan claims that Obama’s auto bailout succeeded–when in fact it pushed aside 
property rights and subsidized failed “green” cars, rather than allowing car makers to rebuild 
through normal bankruptcy. He also commends Obama for continuing George W. Bush’s bank 
bailouts–but does not mention the Dodd-Frank financial “reforms” that enshrine “too big to fail,” 
hurt small businesses and fail to address Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

Next, Sullivan tries to defend Obama on taxes, pointing out that the president passed tax cuts 
as part of the stimulus. He ignores the numerous new taxes and tax increases that Obama 
signed into law–from higher cigarette taxes to the many ObamaCare taxes–as well as the 
glaring fact that Obama has been campaigning for the past several years on the promise to 
raise taxes on the rich, and would have done so if not for Congress. 

  
 
Additional response to Sullivan from Nile Gardiner.  
... As I’ve noted previously, this is probably the nastiest US presidency in decades. There is 
nothing “dumb” about the administration’s critics questioning attacks on political opponents, 
which have been a hallmark of this administration. Take Joe Biden’s appalling comparison of the 
Tea Party to terrorists last August. As I wrote at the time, “there is something deeply sad and 
disconcerting when the vice president decides to compare opposition legislators in Congress 
with terrorists simply because he disagrees with their views and principles. This is the kind of 
ugly, threatening rhetoric that has no place at the heart of the US presidency.” 

Obama’s critics have also been smart to criticise the arrogance of an imperial-style presidency 
with a penchant for acting without Congressional restraint. The president’s hubris, from 
accepting the Nobel Peace Prize just months after taking office, to declaring himself the fourth 
best president in US history, knows no bounds, and has been a defining characteristic of a 
presidency that is out of touch with ordinary Americans. 

For all its talk of “smart power”, this is a gaffe-prone presidency that makes mistakes so 
elementary they are embarrassing. Instead of calling Obama’s critics “dumb”, the president’s 
supporters should be telling their own Executive Branch friends to smarten up their act and do a 
bit of homework, especially when it comes their less-than-stellar knowledge of current affairs. 
From Hillary Clinton’s description of murderous Syrian tyrant Bashar al-Assad as a “reformer” to 
Director of National Intelligence James Clapper’s calling the Muslim Brotherhood “largely 
secular”, this administration’s foreign policy track record has been a mess. And as for the myth 
that the current president is smarter than his Yale-educated predecessor, I don’t recall George 



W Bush ever referring to “the English Embassy”, or incredibly describing France as America’s 
strongest ally. 

  
  
Andrew Cline in the Corner with a snarky send-off for Jon Jon.  
Jon Huntsman ended his presidential campaign exactly as he began it: as a pompous, 
sermonizing mannequin. 

To say that Huntsman was Mitt Romney without the flair would be unfair — to Mitt Romney. 
Despite their surface similarities, Romney and Huntsman were enormously different candidates. 
Huntsman lacked all of Romney’s great strengths — a reason for running, a coherent message 
for the voters, a plan for winning, and the discipline, organization, and killer instinct necessary to 
defeat his opponents. Huntsman brought two visible attributes to the table: condescension and 
the need for adulation. 

He tried to mask his disdain for rank-and-file Republican voters by pandering to them 
relentlessly. He treated them as beings of little intellect who could be manipulated with 
cartoonish sloganeering. ... 

  
  
A Corner post asks if a second language is a liability.  
During his campaign speeches, Jon Huntsman would often say a few sentences in Mandarin 
Chinese. This display did not go over well with audiences, which led some commentators to 
suggest that knowledge of a second language is a political liability. This commentary misses a 
distinction. 

It’s good for candidates to know other languages. Because so many issues involve statistics, it’s 
also good for them to know calculus. But it would be strange if a candidate routinely interrupted 
speeches to solve differential equations. People would think that the candidate was just showing 
off. 

And that’s why the Mandarin phrases flopped: People saw them as a sign of boastfulness, not 
expertise. 

Newt Gingrich is overlooking this distinction. Though Romney does not drop French into his 
speeches, Gingrich is running an attack ad with a 9-year-old clip of Romney greeting French 
volunteers to the Winter Olympics. Not only is the attack ineffective, it also serves as a reminder 
that Gingrich himself learned French. (His dissertation cites many French-language sources.) It 
seems that his new campaign slogan is: “I used to know French, but don’t worry: I forgot it!” 

  
  
Peter Wehner says Newt has a new friend - Michael Moore.  
Here are two sentences that buttress the argument of those of us who said Newt Gingrich was 
temperamentally unfit to be president by virtue of his chronic indiscipline, erratic style and lack 
of philosophical grounding. It comes from Michael Moore, perhaps the most visible and harshest 
American critic of capitalism in the last couple of decades. 



In commenting on Newt Gingrich’s assault on Bain Capital specifically and capitalism more 
broadly, here is what Mr. Moore said: “I wondered who they stole from my crew. It was fun to 
hear what I have been saying for 20 years, not just by any Republican candidate, but Newt 
Gingrich.” 

Say goodnight, Newt. 

 
 
 

  
NY Shale Gas Now Blog 
Environmentalism a Myopic Paradox – Think Globally, Act Locally, But Not In 
My Backyard 
by Pete Jermann of Olean, NY: 
  
[Blogger's note:  This remarkable text came to my notice today through a somewhat shorter 
version which ran in  the Olean (NY) Times Herald — both on-paper and online.  Within hours, it 
was being pirated onto shale gas discussion groups, such as Natural Gas Forums Dot Com, 
where landowners gather to share both sentiments and information.  I tracked down the author 
— a self-employed craftsman and home-schooling father from Olean — and got his permission 
to preserve his longer original version here.] 
 
Two generations ago the discovery of retrievable gas from the Marcellus Shale would have 
been greeted with — it's there, we need it, let's get it.  Today, after two generations of the 
environmental movement, the response is — it's there, you don't need it, it will hurt the earth.  
Other than the agreement “it's there,” the calculus has turned 180 degrees.�� 
 
In the mid-twentieth century the lords of industry reigned as the only team on the playing field.  
Today environmentalism has become a full-fledged belief system and has largely won the public 
relations war.  The environmental movement now plays on the field from a dominant position as 
the white knights opposed to the now dark lords of industry.  But are the knights really so white 
and the lords really so dark?  I believe the lords are not so dark and the knights not so white.  
However, it is the knights that generally get the free pass, and it is the knights of 
environmentalism and their seemingly pure quest for the perfect world that I would like to look 
at. 
 
The current environmental movement fixates on improvements that are immeasurable, 
intangible and unaffordable.  Where earlier gains in environmental protection tangibly cleaned 
up dirty rivers, dirty lakes, and dirty air, it now fights against remote possibilities, against threats 
not actually visible but hiding under every stone and behind every tree in our future landscape.  
For these “improvements” it will sacrifice jobs that measurably improve many lives.  It will 
sacrifice cheap energy that cooks our food, heats our homes, drives us to work and even pumps 
the water whose purity it holds supreme.  And it will sacrifice public funds on schemes that 
would never see the light of day if people were asked to invest their own personal resources. 
 
A movement that was both necessary and highly successful has become the reformer who can't 
stop reforming.  It has become the mother who can't see the goodness in her own children, but 
only the few faults, no matter how small, that still remain.  A movement that began with rivers 



afire and moon views dyed brown by smothering smog has become a movement of hubris 
dictating the perfect climate and the perfect earth.  The rivers no longer burn.  The moon is no 
longer brown.  Yet the movement marches on like a column of army ants that must feed or die. 
 
What began as a truly progressive movement is neither forward-looking nor backward-looking.  
It is simply mired in a mud of its own making that is neither primeval nor futuristic.  Its mantra is 
a great “NO” proclaimed loudly and often.  Its primary appeal is fear.  Its philosophy is literally 
sterile — one that sees both the environment and humans as supremely fragile and incapable of 
adaptation.  Its vision is a myopic paradox – think globally, act locally, but not in my backyard. 
 
Worse than any religion, it demands unquestioned loyalty, simply condemning those dissenting 
as ignorant or greedy.  In a world where Christian evangelization has been driven from our 
public square, environmentalist views permeate our government, our media, and our schools.  
In a world that increasingly denies man his soul, it grants one to the earth at large.  While it 
condemns conservatives for wanting a world of medieval simplicity, it longs for a world that 
predates man himself. 
 
At some point self-righteous zeal becomes an end in itself.  The quest for reform mutates until it 
has no balance.  It only has “no.”  The motive for a better environment becomes a personal 
quest engendering good feelings about oneself without requiring any real sacrifice or 
contribution. 
 
Most ardent “environmentalists” have a job, an income, a comfortable lifestyle, and an annual 
energy-consuming vacation, all of which conveniently meet their own standard.  It is always 
someone else who doesn't meet the standard or who pays the price in increased taxes, 
increased regulation, or by being denied a job that has been deemed harmful in the quest for 
environmental nirvana. 
 
To look on the treasures beneath our feet as a threat to our comfort rather than a contribution 
we can make to a more vibrant world economy, one that multiplies wealth rather than 
redistributes a static wealth, is simply selfish. 
 
When we accept no risk in our own backyards, we have no right to expect it of those whose 
backyards have provided us with the gas we use to heat our homes, the electricity we use to 
drive our appliances, and the fuel we use to go to and fro.  In all fairness, if we are not willing to 
accept this risk, we should turn out our lights, turn off our home entertainment centers, turn off 
our heat and learn how to scratch a basic existence out of our own backyards. 
 
When entire peoples decide that they should be benefactors of a global economy but not 
contributors we will not even have wealth to re-distribute.  We will only have poverty, both 
spiritual and physical.  To not use the resources the earth provides is to be the unworthy servant 
in the gospel parable who buried his one talent rather than risk losing it. 
 
None of this is to deny our responsibility as caretakers of the world we live in.  However, for the 
sake of perspective, we should be humbled by the thought that our world began as a geological 
composite of dead rock and bloomed into an orb teaming with life in every nook and cranny, on 
the land in the seas and in the air above, all without our help.  To think it needs our micro-
managing is hubris of the worst sort.  It is a hubris that will ultimately regulate away both man's 
freedom and his humanity. 
 



Environmental concerns should always be part of the equation, but they should never be an 
absolute.  The environment with all its variety of life, geography and climate has always been in 
a state of change.  It changed constantly before we became its inhabitants, and it will change 
when we are no longer here.  Environmental responsibility can no more reject risk than it can 
proclaim “no” to change, because nature itself will always override that “no.” 
 
The Marcellus Shale and many other resources in this country can be mined responsibly, but 
none of it can be done completely without risk.  There is neither progress nor freedom without 
risk.  It is foolhardy to think that a life without risk is even possible.  It is foolish to think that risk 
always favors the do-nothing position.  The risk of doing nothing is the risk of poverty and 
stagnation.  I think history will show that to be the greater risk. 
 
The perfect world will be found in neither poverty nor prosperity.  But one is better than the 
other.  Prosperity will always be messy.  There will always be accidents waiting to happen and 
unforeseen consequences.  However, history shows — particularly the history of the United 
States — that more people live better lives when they are willing to take those risks and deal 
with the consequences as they occur. 
 
It is our prosperity that has allowed us to live in a cleaner and healthier world than our 
ancestors.  It is our continued prosperity that will allow us to continue doing so.  This prosperity 
will require an attitude that says, “How can we make this happen?”  It will require an emphatic 
“YES!” rather than a tired, overused “NO.” 
  
  
Weekly Standard 
The Worst White House Aide  
Valerie Jarrett’s perfect record . . . for giving bad advice.  
by Matthew Continetti 

If for nothing else, Jodi Kantor’s The Obamas will be remembered for an anecdote from 2010. 
After he spent hours disputing an allegation in the French media that Michelle Obama thought 
life in the White House was “hell,” press secretary Robert Gibbs encountered senior adviser 
Valerie Jarrett. She told him the first lady was unhappy with his work. Gibbs exploded in a rage, 
informing Jarrett that she didn’t “know what the f— you’re talking about” and that if Mrs. Obama 
was displeased, well, “f— her too.” Subsequent relations between the senior adviser and press 
secretary were strained. Gibbs told Kantor he stopped taking Jarrett seriously “as an adviser to 
the president of the United States.” 

It’s about time. Many have wondered—and the Washington Post asked last year—“What, 
exactly, does Valerie Jarrett do?” No one has a clear answer. Whatever she does, the U.S. 
taxpayer pays her $172,200 a year to do it. A confidante of the Obamas for more than two 
decades, variously described as the president’s “closest adviser” and a member of the 
“innermost ring” of influence, Jarrett clearly has the first couple’s ears. She seems to function as 
a sort of third party to the Obama marriage, guarding the president and his wife from bad news 
and outside influence while meeting with Lady Gaga. Her lack of any national political 
experience whatsoever—she had never been to Iowa before Obama competed there three 
years ago—has not prevented her from shaping the White House’s political strategy and 
influencing economic and foreign policies. One might liken her to Don Corleone’s consigliere 
Tom Hagen, bedecked in a designer shawl, except Hagen gave better advice. 



What Valerie Jarrett does best is represent the Obama administration in microcosm. She 
embodies its insularity, its cronyism, its cluelessness. Born in Iran to a prominent African-
American family from Chicago, she took degrees at Stanford and Michigan Law. She worked 
briefly as a corporate lawyer but hated every moment. So she decided to “give back,” which is 
Chicago code for cashing in. She campaigned for Harold Washington, Chicago’s first black 
mayor, and worked for him in the corporation counsel’s office. Washington died in 1987, but 
Jarrett remained in government, working for his successor, Mayor Richard M. “Richie” Daley, 
son of legendary boss Richard J. Daley. It was all upward from there. 

                 

Robert Gibbs, Valerie Jarrett, and President Obama at West Point, December 2009 

Before long Jarrett stood at the intersection of private interest and public power. She became 
Daley’s deputy chief of staff and was later appointed to various boards and quasi-governmental 
agencies that award lucrative contracts—the Chicago Transit Board, the Commission for 
Planning and Development for the City of Chicago, the University of Chicago Medical Center, 
and so on. Her social standing, combined with her positions in government and her well-
compensated seats on the boards of many companies, magnified Jarrett’s power. She knew 
everybody. Everybody wanted to know her. 

In 1991, another disillusioned attorney, Michelle Robinson, applied for a job in Mayor Daley’s 
office. Jarrett interviewed her. The two women were instant friends. Before accepting the 
position, however, Robinson made an unusual request: Would Jarrett mind having dinner with 
her and her fiancé, Barack Obama? Jarrett accepted, and she has never been far from the 
couple since.  

President Obama, who grew up partly in Indonesia, seems to be drawn to Americans who have 
spent considerable time abroad, who feel askew in their native land. Jarrett told author David 
Remnick that the reason she bonded with Barack Obama was that “he and I shared a view of 
where the United States fit in the world, which is often different from the view people have who 
have not traveled outside the United States as young children.” Remnick goes on to write that 
Jarrett viewed America “as one country among many, rather than as the center of all wisdom 
and experience.” Sounds like the president, all right. 



Jarrett was an early supporter of Obama’s political career. From her post at the nexus of 
Chicago business and politics, she was helpful in introducing the ambitious state senator to rich 
and well-connected figures. The association was not without embarrassment, however. Jarrett 
was an occasional collaborator with the developer Antoin Rezko, whose 2006 arrest for public 
corruption became a shallow pothole in Obama’s road to the White House. And Jarrett herself 
provided some bad headlines: In addition to her public burdens, she ran Habitat Co., which 
received taxpayer subsidies to manage low-income housing projects seemingly into the ground. 
The feds seized one complex in 2006; another, Grove Parc Plaza, was exposed as a decrepit 
slum by the Boston Globe in 2008.  

The Chicago method was on full display after Obama defeated John McCain, when 
functionaries from across the state of Illinois lobbied for the president-elect’s now vacant Senate 
seat. Evidence released at the trial of former Illinois governor Rod Blagojevich reveals that 
Jarrett, who has never been elected to anything, wanted to replace her protégé in the Senate. 
This was something incoming chief of staff Rahm Emanuel was only too happy to make happen, 
since he had no desire for Jarrett to join the Obamas at the White House. But the president-
elect overruled both advisers. He wanted Jarrett by his side. Later she became mistrustful of 
Emanuel when she learned that he had tried to sideline her. 

The feeling was mutual. One of Obama’s more flowery hagiographers, journalist Richard Wolffe, 
divides the administration into “revivalists,” who want the president to be true to the spirit of 
hope and change, and “survivalists,” who believe compromise is necessary in a divided country. 
Jarrett is the leader of the revivalists, and her fingerprints are on every blunder and boo-boo the 
White House has ever made. She bragged to a conference of leftwing bloggers that she had 
hired noted environmentalist and 9/11 Truther Van Jones, later forced to resign. She 
campaigned extensively for Obama to travel to Copenhagen and make the case for holding the 
2016 summer games in Chicago before the International Olympic Committee. Obama took the 
trip; the IOC chose Rio. During this time Jarrett met with George Kaiser, the Obama bundler and 
investor whose solar-panel manufacturer Solyndra was up for a huge loan guarantee. Jarrett, 
according to government documents, was warned about Solyndra’s shaky finances on the eve 
of the president’s visit to the company’s facility in Fremont, California. Obama went anyway.  

One could be forgiven for thinking that the president tends to side with the revivalists because 
they feed his ego. Jarrett’s descriptions of Obama are adoring. “I knew the unique combination 
of leadership qualities that Barack has would push him to greatness,” she told Richard Wolffe. 
“They always have. Barack has this kind of a—what’s the way to describe it?—restless spirit.” 
Obama, she told Remnick, has “been bored to death his whole life. He’s just too talented to do 
what ordinary people do. He would never be satisfied with what other people do.” Fed a 
constant diet of words like these, is it any wonder Obama decided to press on with his health 
care overhaul after Scott Brown won in Massachusetts, refused any meaningful compromise 
with Republicans during last summer’s debt ceiling fight, and insisted on giving one “major” 
address after another even though they have done nothing to advance his agenda or salvage 
his underwater approval rating? 

The House is lost, Obama’s reelection looks dicey, but Jarrett is flying high. In one sense she is 
the most successful Obama courtier of them all: She has outlasted her rivals. Gibbs is gone. 
Internal clashes led to Emanuel’s sudden discovery that he had always wanted to be mayor of 
Chicago. Emanuel’s replacement, fellow Chicagoan Bill Daley (brother of Richie), was muscled 
out last week; word is he fought with Jarrett too. Her persistence is matched only by her tone-
deafness. Wolffe describes the president’s first visit to Chicago after his inauguration. From the 



window of his helicopter Obama could see that his arrival had caused a major traffic jam. “We 
shouldn’t have come here in rush hour,” he reflected. This was too much for Jarrett. “You know 
what, Mr. President?” she said. “You may not be enjoying your new life, but I am.”  

Better enjoy it while it lasts—which won’t be for long if Obama continues to listen to his inept 
political fixer. 

Matthew Continetti is a contributing editor to The Weekly Standard and editor of the Washington 
Free Beacon. 

  
  
Big Government 
Why is Andrew Sullivan so dumb? 
by Joel B. Pollak 

“Why Are Obama’ Critics So Dumb?” That’s the question posed by Andrew Sullivan in the cover 
story of this week’s Newsweek. 

But you’d have to be stupid, fanatical, and dishonest to argue–as Trig Truther Sullivan does–
that Barack Obama’s failures are part of an ingenious “long game” that is destined to succeed. 

If this is the best Obama’s supporters can do, Obama’s only hope for re-election is the weak 
Republican field. 

       



Sullivan, who claims to care about national debt, begins by arguing, contrary to reality, that 
Obama’s massive $787 billion stimulus (actually, $862 billion) turned the economy around. He 
offers no proof other than the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy familiar from basic economics. 
Sullivan also ignores the composition of the stimulus, which shoveled cash to cronies and 
bloated big states with their massive public sector obligations. 

In addition, Sullivan claims that Obama’s auto bailout succeeded–when in fact it pushed aside 
property rights and subsidized failed “green” cars, rather than allowing car makers to rebuild 
through normal bankruptcy. He also commends Obama for continuing George W. Bush’s bank 
bailouts–but does not mention the Dodd-Frank financial “reforms” that enshrine “too big to fail,” 
hurt small businesses and fail to address Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

Next, Sullivan tries to defend Obama on taxes, pointing out that the president passed tax cuts 
as part of the stimulus. He ignores the numerous new taxes and tax increases that Obama 
signed into law–from higher cigarette taxes to the many ObamaCare taxes–as well as the 
glaring fact that Obama has been campaigning for the past several years on the promise to 
raise taxes on the rich, and would have done so if not for Congress. 

Sullivan’s defense of ObamaCare is that it is more “moderate” than it might have been. That is 
hardly a measure of success–and after devious accounting tricks, thousands of waivers, and the 
abandonment of ObamaCare’s Community Living Assistance Services and Supports (CLASS) 
program, the law is clearly on a path to failure. Fundamentally, it is unconstitutional–a reality 
Sullivan does not care to note in his encomium to Obama. 

On foreign policy, Sullivan hails Obama’s success in the death of Osama bin Laden–giving a 
fantastical account of the president’s courage, and perpetuating the false meme that Bush had 
“ignored” Al Qaeda. In fact, it was the war in Iraq–and the interrogation methods that Sullivan 
decries–that produced the intelligence that led to bin Laden. 

Aside from the war on Al Qaeda, Obama squandered every diplomatic and military success 
bequeathed to him by Bush. He destroyed missile defense in Europe, and wasted hard-won 
gains in Iraq by withdrawing troops against the advice of the military. While appeasing Iran and 
gutting the future of our defense, Obama alienated and undermined U.S allies. Sullivan, who 
detests Israel, even applauds Obama’s pointless confrontation with Benjamin Netanyahu–hardly 
a way to sell a second Obama term. 

Having dealt with conservatives (in his own mind at least), Sullivan lists reasons that the left 
should be pleased with the president they elected. He’s correct that liberals should back 
Obama; they will never again see a U.S. president with such radical policies and pedigree. But 
he overlooks the degree to which Obama has discredited left-wing theory by exposing its flaws 
in practice–the real reason the left is distancing itself from him. 

What is most telling in Sullivan’s admonition to liberals is his use of Obama’s inaugural 
metaphor of the “clenched fist.” The president, he says, “begins by extending a hand to his 
opponents” and outwits them when they respond “by raising a fist.” Yet Obama was referring to 
foreign policy, not U.S. politics. Once in office, of course, Obama embraced America’s enemies 
and bullied domestic opponents–as even the left knows all too well. 



Sullivan quotes George Orwell: “To see what is in front of one’s nose needs a constant 
struggle.” What is in front of Sullivan’s nose is Obama’s incompetence. He has coasted on the 
military success of his Republican predecessor, and is taking credit for moderate economic 
progress enabled by a Republican Congress that has held taxes, regulation, and spending in 
check. If he wins in 2012, Obama will again have Republicans to thank. 

  
  
  
Telegraph, UK 
Why are Barack Obama’s critics so smart?  
by Nile Gardiner 

Prominent Obama-backer Andrew Sullivan has a rather pompous piece in this week’s edition of 
Newsweek, which the magazine has subtly headlined on its cover page: “Why are Obama’s 
critics so dumb?” You can read the whole article here at The Daily Beast, but his conclusion 
pretty well sums up the entire piece, which reads a lot like a desperate White House press 
release: 

If I sound biased, that’s because I am. Biased toward the actual record, not the spin; biased 
toward a president who has conducted himself with grace and calm under incredible pressure, 
who has had to manage crises not seen since the Second World War and the Depression, and 
who as yet has not had a single significant scandal to his name. “To see what is in front of one’s 
nose needs a constant struggle,” George Orwell once wrote. What I see in front of my nose is a 
president whose character, record, and promise remain as grotesquely underappreciated now 
as they were absurdly hyped in 2008. And I feel confident that sooner rather than later, the 
American people will come to see his first term from the same calm, sane perspective. And 
decide to finish what they started. 

In response to Sullivan’s provocative article, which has stirred up a good deal of debate in 
America, here are five reasons why President Obama’s conservative critics are significantly 
smarter in their approach and thinking than his failing Left-wing administration in Washington: 

1. Obama’s critics have a far better understanding of the concerns of the American 
people and the mood of the country 

If Obama’s critics are so dumb why do most Americans agree with their view that the United 
States is moving in the wrong direction under this president? The latest RealClear Politics 
average has roughly two thirds of Americans (65.3 per cent) believing the country is moving 
down “the wrong track”. Just over a quarter of Americans (28.3 per cent) believe it is heading 
the right way. To see just how disillusioned Americans have become with Obama’s America, 
look at this Gallup poll from December, which showed US public satisfaction at its nearly lowest 
level since 1979 when Jimmy Carter was president: 

throughout 2011, an average of 17% of Americans said they were satisfied with the way things 
are going in the United States. That is the second-lowest annual average in the more than 30-
year history of the question, after the 15% from 2008. Satisfaction has averaged as high as 60% 
in 1986, 1998, and 2000. 



2. Obama’s critics reject big government and the ludicrous idea that bureaucrats know 
best 

Barack Obama’s presidency has been a disastrous experiment in big government, one that has 
racked up the largest budget deficits since the Second World War, adding $4.2 trillion to the 
national debt since taking office. Obama’s attempt to refashion the United States into a kind of 
supersized Belgium with Greek-style debts tacked on is hardly a winner in a nation with a deep-
seated tradition of limited government, economic freedom and individual liberty. Unsurprisingly, 
as Gallup’s recent polling shows, nearly two thirds of Americans now see big government as 
"the biggest threat" to their country: 

Americans' concerns about the threat of big government continue to dwarf those about big 
business and big labor, and by an even larger margin now than in March 2009. The 64% of 
Americans who say big government will be the biggest threat to the country is just one 
percentage point shy of the record high, while the 26% who say big business is down from the 
32% recorded during the recession. Relatively few name big labor as the greatest threat. 

3. Obama’s critics reject appeasement of America’s enemies, support America’s allies 
and don’t believe in apologising for their country 

In his Newsweek piece Sullivan points to the elimination of Osama bin Laden as evidence of 
Obama's decisive leadership. The president certainly deserves credit for ordering a risky and 
successful operation, but so does the Bush administration for launching the global war on terror 
that ultimately led to bin Laden’s downfall. 

As for the rest of Obama’s foreign policy however, it has largely been a disaster. The Obama 
administration’s strategy of engagement with Iran has only bought valuable time for Tehran to 
develop its nuclear weapons programme, and the Islamist regime is now close to possessing a 
nuclear bomb. In addition, Obama's decision to withdraw US forces from Iraq has led to a wave 
of terrorist attacks there, and paves the way for Iranian domination of the south. Hillary Clinton’s 
“reset” with Russia has been another failure, with Moscow increasingly emboldened in the face 
of Washington’s weakness. 

America’s key allies, including Great Britain and Israel, have been treated with indifference and 
at times hostility. The Secretary of State’s decision to side with Argentina in its call for UN-
brokered negotiations over the Falklands was a betrayal of America’s closest friend and ally. 
The Obama team’s policy of kowtowing to some of America’s biggest strategic adversaries while 
kicking her allies has been coupled with a series of embarrassing apologies on behalf of the 
United States on the world stage, which I have outlined here. Obama’s critics have been 
vindicated in their criticism of this administration’s foreign policy, which has made America 
weaker, less feared and more vulnerable on the world stage. 



      

4. Obama’s critics believe that a presidency should behave with decorum, and show 
respect for opposing views 

As I’ve noted previously, this is probably the nastiest US presidency in decades. There is 
nothing “dumb” about the administration’s critics questioning attacks on political opponents, 
which have been a hallmark of this administration. Take Joe Biden’s appalling comparison of the 
Tea Party to terrorists last August. As I wrote at the time, “there is something deeply sad and 
disconcerting when the vice president decides to compare opposition legislators in Congress 
with terrorists simply because he disagrees with their views and principles. This is the kind of 
ugly, threatening rhetoric that has no place at the heart of the US presidency.” 

Obama’s critics have also been smart to criticise the arrogance of an imperial-style presidency 
with a penchant for acting without Congressional restraint. The president’s hubris, from 
accepting the Nobel Peace Prize just months after taking office, to declaring himself the fourth 
best president in US history, knows no bounds, and has been a defining characteristic of a 
presidency that is out of touch with ordinary Americans. 

5. Obama’s critics know a gaffe-prone, embarrassing administration when they see one 

For all its talk of “smart power”, this is a gaffe-prone presidency that makes mistakes so 
elementary they are embarrassing. Instead of calling Obama’s critics “dumb”, the president’s 
supporters should be telling their own Executive Branch friends to smarten up their act and do a 
bit of homework, especially when it comes their less-than-stellar knowledge of current affairs. 
From Hillary Clinton’s description of murderous Syrian tyrant Bashar al-Assad as a “reformer” to 
Director of National Intelligence James Clapper’s calling the Muslim Brotherhood “largely 
secular”, this administration’s foreign policy track record has been a mess. And as for the myth 
that the current president is smarter than his Yale-educated predecessor, I don’t recall George 



W Bush ever referring to “the English Embassy”, or incredibly describing France as America’s 
strongest ally. 

  
  
The Corner 
Presidential Campaigning, Huntsman Style 
by Andrew Cline 

Jon Huntsman ended his presidential campaign exactly as he began it: as a pompous, 
sermonizing mannequin. 

To say that Huntsman was Mitt Romney without the flair would be unfair — to Mitt Romney. 
Despite their surface similarities, Romney and Huntsman were enormously different candidates. 
Huntsman lacked all of Romney’s great strengths — a reason for running, a coherent message 
for the voters, a plan for winning, and the discipline, organization, and killer instinct necessary to 
defeat his opponents. Huntsman brought two visible attributes to the table: condescension and 
the need for adulation. 

He tried to mask his disdain for rank-and-file Republican voters by pandering to them 
relentlessly. He treated them as beings of little intellect who could be manipulated with 
cartoonish sloganeering. His campaign kick-off ad referred to him as the “ultimate conservative.” 
I asked him on the first day of his campaign what that meant, and he rather uncomfortably tried 
to squirm out of the characterization. From Day One he struggled to reconcile his real identity 
with the “consistent conservative” candidate he was trying to sell, and he never succeeded. 

On arriving in the old Exeter town hall to launch his New Hampshire campaign on June 21, he 
delivered this line: “My family has spent just a little bit of time coming up with what we hope is 
going to be an appropriate motto for this campaign. It goes something like this. See if you like it: 
‘Live free or die!’” (For anyone who doesn’t know, that is New Hampshire’s state motto.) 

The Saturday Night Live sketch with Seth Meyers was not a parody. That is how Huntsman 
actually campaigned here. And with lines like this, also delivered in his opening speech: “For the 
first time in our history, we are passing on to the next generation a country that is less powerful, 
less compassionate, less competitive, and less confident than the one we got, and all I’m here 
to say is that this is totally, totally unacceptable.” 

Totally. That was, more or less, all Huntsman had to say. He issued some position papers that 
contained specific steps for undoing the current state of affairs, but he preferred to talk about 
how serious and substantive he was, and how much he knew about China. He called himself a 
conservative during the debates, though on the ground he dodged New Hampshire’s most 
conservative towns and wooed the more liberal areas rich in independent and moderate 
Republican votes. 

(A noteworthy aside: Mitt Romney is fluent in French, but nonetheless avoided speaking in 
French to the many voters of French-Canadian descent in New Hampshire. Huntsman, by 
contrast, couldn’t resist throwing in some Chinese just to show he could speak it.) 



Huntsman rarely missed an opportunity to declare that the current political process was broken, 
capable of being fixed only by a candidate as serious, worldly, and wise as himself, and yet he 
rarely took an opportunity to distinguish himself from the rest of the field on substance rather 
than style. And when he did, he would do things like call the base crazy for doubting that 
humans cause global warming — or for not warming to his candidacy. 

I sometimes wonder if destiny misplaced Jon Huntsman by a few centuries or a few thousand 
miles. For all the reasons that he made a poor presidential candidate, he would make a fine 
British prince, which always seemed more a suitable position for him anyway. 

Andrew Cline is editorial-page editor for the New Hampshire Union Leader. 

  
  
The Corner 
Is a Second Language a Liability? 
by John Pitney 

During his campaign speeches, Jon Huntsman would often say a few sentences in Mandarin 
Chinese. This display did not go over well with audiences, which led some commentators to 
suggest that knowledge of a second language is a political liability. This commentary misses a 
distinction. 

It’s good for candidates to know other languages. Because so many issues involve statistics, it’s 
also good for them to know calculus. But it would be strange if a candidate routinely interrupted 
speeches to solve differential equations. People would think that the candidate was just showing 
off. 

And that’s why the Mandarin phrases flopped: People saw them as a sign of boastfulness, not 
expertise. 

Newt Gingrich is overlooking this distinction. Though Romney does not drop French into his 
speeches, Gingrich is running an attack ad with a 9-year-old clip of Romney greeting French 
volunteers to the Winter Olympics. Not only is the attack ineffective, it also serves as a reminder 
that Gingrich himself learned French. (His dissertation cites many French-language sources.) It 
seems that his new campaign slogan is: “I used to know French, but don’t worry: I forgot it!” 

  
  
  
Contentions 
Say Goodnight, Newt 
by Peter Wehner 

Here are two sentences that buttress the argument of those of us who said Newt Gingrich was 
temperamentally unfit to be president by virtue of his chronic indiscipline, erratic style and lack 
of philosophical grounding. It comes from Michael Moore, perhaps the most visible and harshest 
American critic of capitalism in the last couple of decades. 



In commenting on Newt Gingrich’s assault on Bain Capital specifically and capitalism more 
broadly, here is what Mr. Moore said: “I wondered who they stole from my crew. It was fun to 
hear what I have been saying for 20 years, not just by any Republican candidate, but Newt 
Gingrich.” 

Say goodnight, Newt. 
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